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Macro Overview

Sources: “Regional Economic Issues - CESEE” IMF, May 2016; “Article IV Consultations” 
IMF; World Bank; World Economic Forum; “CEE Banking Sector Report” 
Raiffeisen Research, Jul 2016; Debtwire; Thomson Reuters; Fitch; Moody’s; S&P

CESEE
Average (4.31)

Global Competitiveness Index (2015-16)

IMF GDP Growth Projections (%)

 IMF estimates €2.8 trn debt capital needed just by non-financial corporates 2016-
2020 in Europe; S&P forecasting €3.8 trn in total debt capital required by 2018

 Private debt / direct lending funds capitalising on credit demand growth across
CESEE region, as commercial banks still striving for balance sheet optimisation

*Central, Eastern, and Southeastern Europe (CESEE) in this report refers only 
to Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia and Turkey
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Region

 Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe (“CESEE”)*
mostly recording robust growth, versus Russia and CIS

 Private investment remains subdued; credit to business
sector has fared unevenly across region

– corporate credit demand driven by restructurings, 
working capital and new investments
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Macro Overview

Bulgaria

 3% GDP growth recorded for April to June year-on-year,
pointing to good economic activity for full-year 2016

Fitch Moody’s S&P

2 Dec 2016 5 Jun 2015 2 Dec 2016

BBB- Baa2 BB+

Stable Stable Stable

 Banks’ corporate loan books declined by ~4% for 2 years

– UniCredit Bulbank retains strong #1 position with 19% market share, followed 
by OTP’s DSK Bank (13%); top 4 banks account for 49.9% of market share

– NPLs remain high at 14% of total loans in June 2016 (albeit 2015 was 20.4%)

 EIU’s baseline forecast envisages a slow strengthening of Bulgaria’s bank lending
growth, albeit at a more subdued rate than before the 2008 financial crisis

 Key driver of lending sector development has been pro-active regulator in reforms

– with banks lending less and BGN pegged to €, country is ripe for private debt

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Bulgaria versus all other CEE)

Real GDP Growth
(% yoy)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in BGN)
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Macro Overview

Croatia

 2.7% GDP growth below pre-crisis; unemployment high

– gradually recovering from 6-year recession, driven 
by strong exports, tourism and private consumption

Fitch Moody’s S&P

29 Jul 2016 11 Mar 2016 16 Dec 2016

BB Ba2 BB

Negative Negative Stable

 Changes in legislation aiming to expedite resolution of NPLs by implementing tax
deductibility for write-offs, otherwise, banking system remains well capitalised

 Corporate loan growth since 2011 reported at -4.3% CAGR (2015: €10.6bn granted)

– as comparison to region, Croatian businesses enjoy easier access to financing

 Tightening interest rates and tougher competition implies smaller banks finding it
increasingly difficult to lend efficiently and maintain profitability

– low interest rate environment also difficult for private debt providers

Interest Rate on Private Loans
(%)

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Croatia versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in HRK)
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Macro Overview

Czech Republic

 Economic recovery continues, helped by supportive
macroeconomic policies and high use of EU funds
– real GDP growth forecast at ~2.7% for 2017 (2016: 2.2%) 

 Top 3 banks (CSOB of KBC, CS of Erste and KB of Soc Gen) hold 49% of market

 Amongst the region, Czech corporates enjoy easiest access to finance from banks

– driven by strong growth in manufacturing, real estate and energy, credit to 
non-financial borrowers has increased by 5-6% in the past year

 Notwithstanding low interest environment, most banks report good profits

– impact of declining margins offset by strong credit growth and cost reduction

– banks focusing on ever-larger deals as fee-income remains under pressure
Loans to Non-Financial Corps

(% growth yoy)

Fitch Moody’s S&P

14 Oct 2016 14 Oct 2016 22 Jul 2016

A+ A1 AA

Stable Stable Stable

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Czech Rep versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in CZK)
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Macro Overview

Estonia

 Strong institutions and determined reforms delivered
impressive gains in living standards over past decades

– GDP growth to reach 2.5% in 2017 and 2.8% in 2018

 Growth to be boosted by implementation of a new round of EU structural funds

– €4.5bn EU funds (~ 21% of 2016e GDP) allocated to Estonia over 2014-2020

 Indicators of financial soundness exceptionally strong in Estonia, especially in the
large Nordic-owned banks that account for the bulk of the banking system

– small domestic banks pursue riskier business models, but are closely supervised

 Loans by credit institutions to non-financial borrowers and households are currently
expanding at a rate of 3.75% annually; handful of debt funds active in this market

Fitch Moody’s S&P

18 Nov 2016 24 Jul 2015 9 Dec 2016

A+ A1 AA-

Stable Stable Stable

Competitiveness IndexFactors Impeding Business YoY Credit Growth, 2006-15 Non-Performing Loans



Macro Overview

Greece

 Significant progress in unwinding macro imbalances, but
growth has remained elusive and risks are high

Fitch Moody’s S&P

2 Sep 2016 14 Oct 2016 22 Jul 2016

CCC Caa3 B-

Stable Stable Stable

 Competitiveness still lagging peers, with productivity growth and investment
among the lowest in the region

 NPLs have reached close to 50% of total loans, reflecting effects of economic
downturn on individuals and businesses, as well as a weak payment culture

– Moody's expects NPLs to remain >40% of total lending by year-end 2017

 Several foreign banks still struggling to sell-off loan portfolios (shipping, hotels etc)

 Good corporates subsidising weaker credits as domestic banks take advantage of
severe liquidity shortfall to ‘over-charge’ their few good clients with high margins
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Competitiveness IndexFactors Impeding Business
 Limited developmental funds

available only to a few, blue-chip
Greek corporates

 Good-credit export-focused SMEs
desperate for access to liquidity



Macro Overview

Hungary

 Economy set on a ~2% annual GDP growth path

– growth prospects subdued due to adverse business 
climate, weighing on private investment incl. FDI

 Economy has been growing due to supportive macro policies, favourable external
environment and high use of EU funds

– increasing role of State incl. through acquisitions in banking and energy sectors 

 Top 4 banks (OTP, K&H of KBC, Unicredit and Raiffeisen) hold 42.5% of market

 Private sector credit from banks has continued to contract; NPLs high but declining

 Loan margins squeezed by low rates and tough competition incl. from int’l lenders

– yet private debt funds actively seeking strong Hungarian exporters to lend to

Fitch Moody’s S&P

18 Nov 2016 4 Nov 2016 16 Sep 2016

BBB- Baa3 BBB-

Stable Stable Stable

Factors Impeding Business Non-Financial Institutions 
- NPLs & Bank Credit

Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Hungary versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in HUF)
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Macro Overview

Latvia

 GDP growth forecast at 2.5% for 2016 and 3.6% for 2017

– driven by private consumption and some investment

Fitch Moody’s S&P

4 Nov 2016 20 Oct 2016 25 Nov 2016

A- A3 A-

Stable Stable Stable

 In May 2016, the OECD invited Latvia to join the organisation, after 3 years of talks

 Banks further improving their balance sheets, bringing NPLs down to 5.4% in March

– stock of bank credit to the private sector fell by 2.2% yoy at end-2015, versus 
drop of 7% at end-2014

– bank profits have been robust and liquidity abundant 

 Household and corporate debt still falling; borrower repayment capacity improving
but access to financing remains an impediment to growth for many SMEs

 Baltic-focused private debt funds active in market, in competition with Nordic banks
Competitiveness IndexFactors Impeding Business Private Sector Credit to GDP NPLs and Provisions (%)
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Macro Overview

Lithuania

 GDP growth forecast at 2.3% for 2016 and 3.7% for 2017

– direct impact of Russia’s recessions still being felt

Fitch Moody’s S&P

23 Sep 2016 22 Sep 2016 16 Sep 2016

A- A3 A-

Stable Stable Stable

– nonetheless, favourable wage developments and 10% higher investment, 
reflect elevated capacity utilisation and a spike in use of EU funds

 Financial sector comfortably capitalised, debt service burden of households and
companies remains low and public debt is relatively small at 42.7% of GDP

 For first time since crisis, private-sector credit growth has been positive at ~ 4%

– driven by improvement in credit demand and strong borrower balance sheets 
rather than a material loosening of credit standards

 Lending is not typically reaching SMEs, where forays of banks remain exploratory
Competitiveness IndexFactors Impeding Business Credit Stock (YoY % Change) NPLs (% of portfolio)
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Macro Overview

Poland

 Real GDP growth significantly exceeding EU average over
past 5 years: >3% for 2011-16 versus EU's ~1% average

Fitch Moody’s S&P

22 Jul 2016 15 Dec 2016 2 Dec 2016

A- A2 A-

Stable Negative Stable

 Risk of impairment to investment climate from shift towards more unpredictable
policies and legislations and amongst CEE states, heaviest reliance on exports to UK

 Financial sector generally profitable and predominantly (56%) deposit funded

 Strong corporate lending and improving asset quality (NPL ratio <7.5%), however,
some recent policy initiatives have dampened market confidence

– new bank tax could undermine credit expansion, investment and growth

 Poland by far the most active market for private debt across region, with ‘larger’
SMEs and a strong export focus attracting both venture and later stage debt funds
Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita

(Poland versus all other CEE)
Bank Lending Growth 

(% yoy; in PLN)
Private Sector Credit 

Growth (YoY % change)
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Macro Overview

Romania

 GDP growth expected at 4.2% in 2016 mainly due to one-
off fiscal expansion stimulus to consumption

– IMF expects deceleration to 3.6% growth for 2017

Fitch Moody’s S&P

5 Aug 2016 15 Dec 2016 7 Oct 2016

BBB- Baa3 BBB-

Stable Positive Stable

 Top 4 banks (Erste Bank’s BCR, Soc Gen’s BRD, Banca Transilvania and Raiffeisen
Bank) together hold 49.6% of market; Unicredit #5 position with additional 8.1%

– banks remain exposed to credit risk due to FX mismatches in borrowers’ 
balance sheets and market risk related to large bond holdings

 Romania enjoys one of lowest ratios of private credit to GDP across region and
relatively moderate levels of corporate debt

– growth in local currency lending more than offsetting continued decline in 
foreign currency lending; debt funds yet to step in to Romanian market in size

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Romania versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in RON)

NPLs to Total Assets (%)
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Macro Overview

Serbia

 Real GDP growth projected to reach 2.7% in 2016 and
3% in 2017, with largest contributions from consumption
and private investment growth

Fitch Moody’s S&P

16 Dec 2016 25 Nov 2016 16 Dec 2016

BB- B1 BB-

Stable Positive Positive

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Serbia versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in RON)

Bank Credit v. Deposits
(% yoy change)

 Top 4 banks (Banca Intesa, Komercijalna, Unicredit and Raiffeisen) together hold
47% of market; Soc Gen in #5 position with additional 7.3% market share

 Banking sector profitability continues to improve year-on-year, with reduction in
credit losses outpacing decline in banks’ net interest income

– greater regulatory involvement to resolve high NPL issue (~22%)

– revival of some credit growth, as demand for loans has been increasing and 
banks have been easing their credit conditions 

– yet lack of access to finance, especially for SMEs, is no. 1 impediment to growth
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Macro Overview

Slovakia

 GDP growth at approx. 3.2% pa 2015 to 2017 inclusive

– improving labour market and strong consumption

Fitch Moody’s S&P

12 Aug 2016 1 Nov 2016 29 Jul 2016

A+ A2 A+

Stable Stable Stable

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Slovak Rep versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in SKK)

Private Sector  Credit v. Deposits

 Banks are well capitalised and liquid, with sector predominantly foreign-owned
(Austria and Italy) and funded locally by stable deposit base

– unlike CESEE peers, access to finance is plentiful and available to corporates

– yet rising loan volumes marked by declining interest rate margins

 Banks’ corporate loan books increased by >5% in past 2 years

– Erste Bank’s Slovenska Sporitelna in #1 position with 20.7% market share, 
followed by Intesa’s VUB Banka (17.8%) and Raiffeisen’s Tatra Banka (16.3%)

– NPLs relatively low at ~5% of total loans in June 2016
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Macro Overview

Slovenia

 GDP growth approx. 3% pa during past 2 years driven by
strong demand from trading partners (Germany) and EU
structural fund transfers; 2016 and 2017 forecast at 2%

Fitch Moody’s S&P

23 Sep 2016 16 Sep 2016 16 Dec 2016

A- Baa3 A

Stable Positive Positive

 Banks’ corporate loan books declined by >10% for past 2 years

– NLB Group retains strong #1 position with 33.3% market share, followed by 
NKBM (11.8%) and SID (9%); Unicredit at #4 with 7.4% market share

 Highly leveraged corporate sector including in the SME segment

 Revised credit underwriting procedures, corporate governance requirements and
more stringent risk management procedures implemented by regulator in 2015 to
make loan underwriting more efficient, yet loan volumes continued to decline

Factors Impeding Business Total Loans v. GDP per Capita
(Slovenia versus all other CEE)

Bank Lending Growth 
(% yoy; in SIT)

Bank Lending Rates to Non-
Financial Corporates (%)
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Macro Overview

Turkey

 Following strong performance in 2015 (3.8%), economy
slowed in 2016, forecast by IMF at just 2.9% GDP growth

– weak business confidence and negative domestic 
and external shocks

Fitch Moody’s S&P

19 Aug 2016 11 Nov 2016 4 Nov 2016

BBB- Ba1 BB+

Negative Stable Stable

 Increased political uncertainty, sharp fall in tourism revenues and high levels of
corporate debt all impacting; perhaps an opportunity for ‘bold’ private debt funds

 Increase in cost of bank borrowing expected to hit Turkish trade finance borrowers,
particularly as higher dollar costs get passed on

 Indicators of bank asset quality have deteriorated, especially in the SME segment

– regulatory changes enable banks to restructure loans in tourism and energy

Competitiveness IndexFactors Impeding Business Non-Financial Corporates’ FX Net Debt (% of GDP)
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Loan Market

Banking Overview

 Subdued corporate lending environment by
banks, notably in Hungary, Slovakia, Croatia

– high leverage affecting demand for credit

 Credit supply adversely impacted by declining
profitability of traditional lenders, due to:

– stricter capital requirements for banks

– greater regulatory involvement

– ongoing low interest rates

– severe economic and political challenges 
in two large markets: Russia and Turkey

 European banks still active in leveraged loans,
aggressively defending sponsor relationships

 Mid-market borrowers (loans of ≤€150m) are
still below radar of most bank lending teams

 CEE banks positioning in niche segments (eg.
FMCG) prioritising larger blue-chip borrowers

Credit to Corporates (yoy % change; Jul 2016)

Loans in Foreign Currency (%) - Selected CEE
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Loan Market

Alternative Lenders

 Bank lending still dominating region, yet SMEs increasingly turning to non-bank
alternative lenders to access debt funding

– 2012 to 2015, number of European managers engaged in direct lending to 
corporates (large and SMEs) increased from 45 to 85

– alternative lending deal flow up >10% yoy in 2016 for loans up to €350m

– importantly, >80% of those transactions involved senior secured lending, 
rather than mezzanine or other subordinated loan structures that are more 
common with alternative  lenders such as debt funds

 Unsponsored loans (ie not PE or VC backed) have also been attracting significant
attention from alternative lenders

– currently representing 24% of all loan transactions, this segment is expected to 
reach 30% by end-2018

 CESEE not far behind western Europe as more and more regional-focused funds
emerge with specific appetite and liquidity for direct lending

 Mid-size corporates (EBITDA ≤€30m), is where opportunity lies for direct lenders in
CESEE - borrowers just need to start building track record with this liquidity source
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Loan Market

Liquidity

 S&P estimates mid-market European firms
will require ~€3.8trn in funding by 2018

 Western-owned CEE banks focusing less on
market share growth, more on profitability

 For few regional or domestic banks that do
support SMEs, focus limited to working
capital, with ABL* facilities or credit lines

 Direct lenders offering sponsors unitranches
of up to 5-6x leverage for top borrowers

– smaller / venture-stage SMEs borrowing 
25% of revenues or 2-3x EBITDA

 More expensive direct lenders offer flexible
repayment profiles, highly workable loan
structures and limited financial covenants

 Liquidity plentiful for SME borrowers, if they
know which lenders to approach and how
best to present themselves!

Leverage Finance Issuance - All Europe

Gross Debt to EBITDA (%, median)

*Asset backed loans



Reported Pricing

 Very few CESEE borrowers disclose pricing on their loan transactions:

 Repeat borrowers (eg. Turkish FIs) seen margin reductions into August, as a result
of improved credit, competitive lending environment and borrowing track record
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Loan Market

Sources: Debtwire; Thomson Reuters
* All in pricing, incl. fees
Note: EMFC does not disclose pricing of its clients

Borrower Date Loan Curr Loan ($m) Tenor (yrs) Loan Use Sector Margin Country

Danube Foods Mar-15 EUR 406 5 / 6 Acquisition FMCG 550 bps Regional

Affidea Nov-15 EUR 530 5 / 6 Re-fi Healthcare 225-275 bps Regional

INA Dec-15 USD 300 3 Re-fi Energy 165 bps Croatia

Energeticky a Prumyslovy Feb-16 EUR 1,749 4 Re-fi Energy 225-300 bps Czech Rep

Eesti Energia AS Jan-16 USD 1,623 - PXF Energy 390 bps Estonia

US Steel Kosice sro Feb-16 USD 221 - General Industrial 365 bps Slovak Rep

Türk Telekom Jan-16 EUR 150 10 Capex Telecom 45 bps Turkey

Türkiye İş Bankası Mar-16 USD / EUR 112 1 Re-fi FI 85 bps* Turkey

Akbank Mar-16 USD / EUR 1,252 1 Re-fi FI 45-55 bps Turkey

Ziraat Bankası Apr-16 USD / EUR 1,110 1 Re-fi FI 45-55 bps Turkey

VakifBank Apr-16 USD / EUR 920 1 General FI 75-85 bps Turkey

Ziraat Bankası Apr-16 USD 155 - Murabaha FI 110 bps Turkey

Garanti Bankası Int'l Apr-16 USD / EUR 1,403 1 General FI 75-85 bps Turkey

Türkiye İş Bankası May-16 USD / EUR 1,413 1 General FI 75-85 bps Turkey

ING Bank Turkiye Jun-16 USD / EUR 505 1 General FI 75-85 bps Turkey

Garanti Bankası Int'l Jun-16 USD / EUR 281 1 General FI 60-75 bps* Turkey

TSKB Jul-16 USD / TRY 274 1 Re-fi FI 60 bps Turkey

Halkbank Jul-16 USD / EUR 706 1 General FI 75-85 bps Turkey

Türk Eximbank Jul-16 EUR 44 1 Re-fi FI 75-125 bps Turkey

Akbank Aug-16 USD / EUR 1,219 1 / 3 Re-fi FI 85-170 bps* Turkey

Türk Ekonomi Bankası Aug-16 USD / EUR 598 1 Re-fi FI 35-45 bps Turkey



Derived Pricing

 Loan pricing information disclosed by certain listed companies in their reporting:

 Whilst below banks’ radar, under-leveraged PE / VC -backed SMEs still not widely
exploring private debt market, instead settling for an inefficient capital structure
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Loan Market

Sources: various publicly disclosed documents
Note: EMFC does not disclose pricing of its clients

Borrower Industry Loan Size Margin Maturity Gross Country

(€ m) (%) (yrs) Debt / EBITDA

Plastics manufacturer 2€             14.0% 3 0.6x              Bulgaria

Real estate 6€             3.1% 10 4.8x              Bulgaria

Diversified conglomerate 21€           13.4% 7 6.1x              Croatia

Energy and transportation 37€           3.9% 3 1.1x              Croatia

Parmaceuticals 65€           4.2% 5 4.9x              Croatia

Non-Bank financial institution 24€           2.9% 3 6.6x              Czech Rep

Financial institution 30€           4.3% 5 4.5x              Czech Rep

Construction 30€           2.2% 5 2.1x              Estonia

FMCG 100€        1.1% 5 1.7x              Estonia

Technology 10€           9.7% 3 7.8x              Greece

Industrial 400€        3.6% 3 6.2x              Greece

Media 5€             5.1% 3 0.4x              Hungary

Real estate 45€           3.1% 3 3.7x              Hungary

Healthcare 23€           3.2% 3 1.7x              Latvia

FMCG 12€           2.9% 3 2.9x              Latvia

Power transmission 105€        0.7% 3 2.1x              Lithuania

FMCG 21€           3.8% 5 0.8x              Lithuania

Chemicals 75€           4.5% 5 0.6x              Poland

Industrial 20€           4.7% 5 0.4x              Poland

Industrial 427€        6.6% - 11.8x           Slovenia

FMCG 900€        3.5% - 6.0x              Slovenia
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Loan Execution Support for resource-constrained companies
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Confidentiality & Disclaimer
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This document was prepared exclusively for the benefit of the person(s) to whom it is presented by EMFC
Loan Syndications LLP and/or Structuring & Syndications Ltd, each trading separately under the common
brand name “EMFC.” This document is not to be used or intended to be used by, or distributed or published
to, any other party without the prior written consent of EMFC. While every care has been taken in compiling
this document, no representation, warranty or undertaking (expressed or implied) is given and neither
responsibility nor liability is accepted by EMFC, its partners or its employees and agents as to the accuracy
or relevance of the information contained herein. EMFC, its partners or its employees and agents shall not
be held liable for the use and / or reliance upon the opinions, estimates and findings contained herein that
may be changed at any time without notice. Should anything contained herein contribute to the acquisition
of a financial product or investment, the following must be noted: there are intrinsic risks involved in
transacting in any product; no guarantee may be provided for the investment value in a product; any
forecasts based on hypothetical data are not guaranteed and are for illustrative purposes only; returns may
vary as a result of their dependence on the performance of underlying assets and other variable market
factors and past performances are not necessarily indicative of future performances. EMFC is not regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Any transactor that is not an eligible counterparty as defined in the
Financial Conduct Authority Handbook, must note that unless an independent financial needs analysis has
been conducted to assess the appropriateness of any product, investment or structure to its circumstances,
there may be limitations on the appropriateness of any information provided by EMFC and careful
consideration must be given to the implications of entering into any transaction, with or without the
assistance of an investment professional. EMFC does not, and will not accept to, provide regulated activities
in relation to specified investments as defined in the Financial Conduct Authority Handbook; such regulated
activities include arranging deals in investments such as shares and debentures, managing investments,
safeguarding and administering investments, advising on investments.



Paternoster House  •  65 St. Paul’s Churchyard  •  London  •  EC4M 8AB  •  England  •  info@emfc-loans.com

www.emfc-loans.com


